Given a set X of points in the plane, two distinguished points s; t 2 X, and a set of obstacles represented by line segments, we wish to compute a simple polygonal path from s to t that uses only points in X as vertices and avoids the obstacles in . We present two results:
in X. In this case the next point z can be picked, say, uniformly at random. Note, however, that this does not necessarily induce a uniform probability distribution on the generated polygons. It is an open problem whether simple polygons can be generated uniformly in polynomial time (see, for example, ZSSM94, AH96]).
Let us now de ne our problem formally. Given points x 0 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x k , by a path L = x 0 x 1 : : : x k we mean the union of line segments x i ; x i+1 ], for i = 0; : : : ; k ? 1. L is called simple if it does not intersect itself. We refer to the points x i as the vertices of L. Points x 0 and x k are called the start point and the end point of L, respectively, and are usually denoted by s and t. When X is a nite set of points and x 0 ; : : : ; x k 2 X then L is called an (s; X; t)-path. If is any subset of the plane, then we say that L avoids if L \ fs; tg. In other words, L does not intersect , except for possibly at points s and t.
Our task can be stated as follows: We are given a nite set of points X, two distinguished points s; t 2 X, and an obstacle set represented by a union of line segments, and we wish to compute a simple (s; X; t)-path that avoids , if it exists, or to report that such path doesn't exist, otherwise. We present two results: In Section 2 we prove that it is NP-complete to decide whether there is a simple (s; X; t)-path that avoids . In Section 3 we consider the case when the obstacle set is a simple polygon P and X is inside P. We give a polynomial time dynamic-programming algorithm for computing simple (s; X; t)-paths in P. Our algorithm works in time O(m 2 n 2 ), where n is the number of points in X and m is the number of vertices of P.
To the best of our knowledge, no research on the above problem has been reported in literature.
A related problem of computing arbitrary (s; X; t)-paths avoiding , not necessarily simple, can be solved using visibility graphs. Let G (X) be the visibility graph of X with respect to de ned as follows: The vertices of G P (X) are the points in X, and two points x; y 2 X are connected by an edge in G (X) if the line segment x; y] does not intersect . (More precisely, x; y] \ fs; tg.)
Then, nding an (s; X; t)-path that avoids reduces to the problem of nding an st-path in G (X). The latter problem can be solved in time O(n + e), where n = jXj and e = O(n 2 ) is the number of edges in G (X). The graph G (X) can be computed using the algorithm by Ghosh and Mount GM91] that works in time O(e + (n + m) log(n + m)), where m is the number of line segments in .
Requiring that the (s; X; t)-path is simple makes the problem substantially harder. It is easy to construct an example in which the obstacle is a polygon P and jXj = 4, which has an (s; X; t)-path but no simple (s; X; t)-path inside P. Figure 1 shows another example of a simple (s; X; t)-path inside a polygon. Note that if we remove point x, no simple (s; X; t)-path will exist, but there still exists a self-intersecting (s; X; t)-path. 
Arbitrary Obstacles
In this section we show that the simple path problem is NP-complete for arbitrary obstacles. The input consists of an obstacle set represented by a union of line segments, a set X of points, and two points s; t 2 X. Our goal is to determine if there is a simple (s; X; t)-path that avoids .
It is easy to see that this problem is in NP. The proof of NP-hardness is by reduction from the problem HP3PD, the hamiltonian path problem for 3-regular planar digraphs, which is known to be NP-complete, see Pl79].
First we draw the given 3-regular planar digraph G = (V; E) on the rectilinear O(n 2 ) size grid, with at least one bend in each edge (see Figure 2 ). This can be achieved in polynomial time by slightly modifying the algorithms from EG94 if there is an arc (s; u). A s has no other entrance points. We construct A t analogously.
The above construction can be performed in polynomial time and, in addition, the resulting grid has polynomial size. Let X be the set of points and the set of obstacles created above. It remains to show that G has a hamiltonian path from s to t i there is a simple (s 0 ; X; t 0 )-path that avoids the obstacles in .
If we have a hamiltonian path H in G from s to t, then we can go from s 0 to t 0 by visiting the gadgets A v in the same order as we visit the vertices v of G in H. Let Suppose now that there is a simple path L from s 0 to t 0 that avoids . Each gadget can be visited at most once. We leave A s in mode 1, we enter A t in mode n, and the mode between visiting two gadgets can only increase or decrease by 1. Since we can visit each gadget A v at most once, the only way it can happen is when we visit all gadgets A v and increase the mode at every step. Recall that increasing the mode corresponds to following the direction of an arc. Then the permutation of the vertices corresponding to the order in which we visit the gadgets determines a hamiltonian path in G from s to t.
We summarize our result in the following theorem.
Theorem 1 The problem of nding a simple (s; X; t)-path that avoids a given set of obstacles is strongly NP-complete.
Paths in Simple Polygons
In this section we concentrate on computing simple (s; X; t)-paths inside a simple polygon P. We view P as a union of line segments (its edges). By V P we denote the vertex set of P, and by Int(P ) the closed interior of P. For the sake of simplicity, throughout this section we assume that all the points in V P X are in a general position, that is, no three points in V P X are collinear.
We can also assume that X \ V P fs; tg.
By Lemma 1 The Consecutive Intersection Property: Let L = x 0 x 1 : : : x k be a simple path in P without simple shortcuts, and x; y 2 Int(P ) be two points such that x; y] Int(P ). Let z 1 ; : : : ; z j be the intersection points of L with x; y], listed in the order in which they appear on L. Then z 1 ; : : : ; z j are consecutive on x; y], that is, z i is between z i?1 and z i+1 for all i = 2; : : : ; j ? 1.
Proof: Consider a permutation of 1; 2; : : : ; j, corresponding to the order in which the points z i appear on x; y], going from x to y. If the lemma is false, then j 3 and there is a 1 b j that is a local extremum of , and such that z b is neither closest to x nor to y. By symmetry, assume b is a local minimum. This means that if z a and z c are the intersection points immediately to the left and to the right of z b , then z b appears before z a and z c on L. Again, by symmetry, we can assume that z c appears before z a on L. Obviously, for the purpose of computing simple (s; X; t)-paths we can restrict our attention to simple paths without simple shortcuts. The lemma below states that we can in fact consider only shortcut-free paths.
Lemma 2 If there exists a simple (s; X; t)-path in P, then there also exists such a path that is shortcut-free.
Proof: Let L = x 0 x 1 : : : x k be a simple (s; X; t)-path in P. Without Fig. 5 .) Sometimes, to avoid double subscripts, we will write`(x; p), S(x; p) and g(x; p) instead of`x p , S xp and g xp , respectively. If x = s then S sp is not uniquely de ned. In this case, we choose S sp to be the one of Q; Q 0 that does not contain t.
Lemma 3 If t is not visible from s then there is a vertex r 2 V P visible from s such that any shortcut-free simple (s; X; t)-path L does not intersect the line segment (s; g sr ).
Proof: Suppose r 2 V P is visible from s and the line segment`s r is tangent to P at r. If we extend`s r beyond r, it will intersect P at a point h r . Since t is not visible from s, there is a vertex r such that any simple (s; X; t)-path L intersects the segment r; h r ]. By Lemma 1, L cannot intersect (s; g sr ). 2 Lemma 4 Suppose that L = x 0 x 1 : : : x k is a simple shortcut-free (s; X; t)-path in P. Then there exist vertices p 0 ; p 1 ; : : : ; p k 2 V P , that satisfy the following conditions: Proof: The lemma is trivial for k = 0; 1, so we assume k 2. We construct the points p i one by one. First we show how to construct p 0 . Let be a mobile point that is initially x 1 . We slide towards x 2 until s; ] hits P at a vertex u. While we move , the segment (s; ) cannot intersect L, since otherwise we would obtain a shortcut (this intersection would occur at a vertex of L other than x 1 ). Furthermore, by Lemma 1, L does not intersect (s; g su ). Thus we can set p 0 = u.
Suppose we already constructed p 0 ; : : : ; p i?1 . Let Q be the polygon whose interior consists of the points z such that (z; x i ) does not intersect neither P nor`(x i?1 ; p i?1 ). Let be initially x i?1 . We will move point along the edges of Q and examine the intersection points of`(x i ; ) with P and L. We distinguish three cases.
Suppose rst that i = k. In this case, move along Q in the direction of p i?1 , and stop when reaches a vertex u of P. The cut`(x i ; u) does not intersect`(x i?1 ; p i?1 ) (except possibly at p i?1 , if u = p i?1 ). So we can set p k = u.
Throughout the rest of the proof we can assume that i < k. Let be the line through x i?1 and x i . Suppose now x i+1 is on the same side of as p i?1 . We move along Q in the direction of p i?1 . Similarly as before, must reach a vertex u of P. Throughout this movement (x i ; ) does not intersect L, since otherwise we would obtain a shortcut. If (x i ; g(x i ; u)) does not intersect L, we can set p i = u and we are done.
Otherwise, if (x i ; g(x i ; u)) intersects L, then let 2 x j ; x j+1 ), for j > i, be the intersection point closest to x i . Now we move further along Q. While we do that, moves towards x j+1 . Segment (x i ; ) must intersect P before reaches x j+1 , since otherwise we would have a shortcut x i ; x j+1 ]. Let v be this intersection point. By the construction, L does not intersect (x i ; v) and, by Lemma 1, L does not intersect (x i ; g(x i ; v)). Thus we can set p i = v.
The remaining case is when x i+1 is on the same side of as g = g(x i?1 ; p i?1 ). Let q the endpoint of the edge of P that contains g which does not belong to S(x i?1 ; p i?1 ). In this case, we move along Q in the direction of g. Since the internal angle in Q at g is less than 180 , and since q is a vertex of P, the segment (x 1 ; ) cannot intersect L before reaches some vertex u of P. The rest of the argument is the same as in the previous case. 2
Algorithm SimplePath: Without loss of generality assume that t is not visible from s in P. We consider rst the boundary case, when s 2 V P . For convenience, we think of s as consisting of three points: s, s 0 and s 00 , where s is treated as a point of X and s 0 and s 00 as vertices of P, and we introduce the cut`s s 0, for which S ss 0 = fsg and g ss 0 = s 00 .
First, create a directed graph D = (C; A), where C is the set of all cuts`x p . The arcs in A are determined as follows: Given any two cuts`x p and`y q , we create an arc`x p !`y q if y is visible from x in P and S xp S yq . Obviously, D is acyclic.
If there is no path from`s s 0 to some`t u in D, then report that there is no simple (s; X; t) path in P. Otherwise, let K be a path from`s s 0 to`t u in D. The actual (s; X; t)-path L is reconstructed from K in D in the following way: If`x p is on K then x is on L, and if`y q is the rst vertex on K after`x p then y follows x on L.
Correctness. If x; y] is an edge of L then`x p !`y q is an arc of D for some p; q 2 V P . This means that y is visible from x in P. Therefore L does not intersect P. We also have S xp S yq , which implies that (x; y) does not intersect L s; x]. Thus, L is simple. On the other hand, by Lemma 4, if there exists any simple (s; X; t)-path in P, then some path will be found by our algorithm.
Time complexity. Let n be the number of points in X and m the number of vertices in P.
We now estimate the time complexity. The visibility graph G P (X) of X in P can be computed in time O((n + m) 2 ). We have at most m 2 n 2 pairs`x p ,`y q of cuts. For each such pair we want to determine if there is an arc`x p !`y q in D. To implement it e ciently, for each cut`x p compute the point g xp . With O(m) preprocessing, this point can be determined in time O(log m) using the ray shooting algorithm from CEGGHSS94]. Then we sort all the points g xp based on their order of appearance when we traverse the polygon clockwise, starting from s 0 and ending at s 00 .
Using this ordering, we can in time O(1) determine if`x p !`y q is an arc: simply check whether (a) y is visible from x, and (b) whether min(p; g xp ) < q; g yq < max(p; g xp ).
General case. Suppose now that s 2 Int(P ) is arbitrary. We construct another polygon P 0 in which s is a vertex. Let r be the vertex from Lemma 3, and let u; v] be the edge of P that The correctness of the algorithm follows from Lemma 3, which implies that P has a simple (s; X; t)-path if and only if P 0 has a simple (s; X; t)-path. Polygon P 0 can be easily computed in time O(m+n) using the visibility polygon of s EA81], and point location algorithms (see PS85], pages 45-67). We summarize the discussion above in the following theorem.
Theorem 2 Algorithm SimplePath computes simple (s; X; t)-paths inside a simple polygon P in time O(m 2 n 2 ).
Final Comments
We presented the NP-completeness result for arbitrary obstacles and a polynomial-time algorithm for the case when is a simple polygon.
There are several possible directions for further research. The rst question is whether it is possible to compute simple (s; X; t)-paths in P substantially faster than O(m 2 n 2 ). In particular, is it possible to do it in time O(n 3 + m 3 )?
Second, our algorithm can be modi ed, without increasing its time complexity, to compute simple paths outside P. Lemma 1 remains true in this case. However, the concepts of cuts`x p , sets S xp , as well as Lemma 4 must be appropriately modi ed. One possible application of this algorithm would be to generate (or just count) all simple polygons with vertices in X with only polynomial-time overhead, that is, each polygon could be generated in polynomial time.
Sometimes we may wish to generate a polygon that uses all points of X, not just a subset. This naturally leads to the problem of computing simple hamiltonian (s; X; t)-paths (that is, simple (s; X; t)-paths that visit all points of X) that avoid . It is easy to see that the problem is NPcomplete for arbitrary obstacles, so we restrict our attention to the case when = P is a simple polygon and X is inside (or outside) P. When P is convex, a simple hamiltonian (s; X; t)-path that avoids P always exists and can be computed in time O(n log n) by using angular orderings of the points in X in an appropriate fashion. However, the status of this problem when P is an arbitrary simple polygon remains open.
It is an open problem whether simple polygons whose vertex set is X can be counted (or generated uniformly) in polynomial time. Auer and Held AH96] considered several heuristics for this problem. One of their heuristics is, in essence, the same incremental method as the one we described in the introduction. They reduce the backtracking by storing the inventory of usable edges, that is the edges that do not intersect the current path. An e cient algorithm that computes hamiltonian simple (s; X; t)-paths outside a given polygon P could be used to eliminate all useless branching.
Note that Alsuwaiyel and Lee AL93] proved that nding a hamiltonian (s; X; t)-path (not necessarily simple) in a simple polygon P is NP-complete. (Their proof works even in the special case when X is restricted to be the vertex set of P.)
